STANDARD PARTITION

PRISONER TRANSPORT

STANDARD PARTITION

Standard Partition shown in the Dodge Charger
The Standard Partitions are engineered to allow full travel and substantial recline of the driver’s seat. This partition’s design allows officers to safely and securely store weapons, maximize space, maintain visibility and preserve officer safety.

**STANDARD PARTITION FEATURES**

**Unique Design**
- The unique mounting style maintains the comfort and functionality of the driver’s seat
- Patented Airbag Compatible Wings
- Includes Full-Width Lower Extension Panel for total enclosure of the prisoner transport area
- 1”-5/8” Full Roll Bar Construction
- Optional Horizontal Mount or Compact Mount Weapon Racks
- Optional Horizontal or Vertical Gun Racks

**Side Curtain Airbag Compatibility**
Choose from two options:
- Airbag Compatible, Filler Panels flex under the force of airbag deployment
- AOI Airbag On/off Control Switch kits that allow departments the ability to turn airbags on or off, used in conjunction with Hard Wing Filler Panels

**Partition Window Options** *(Views are shown from drivers’ side of partition)*
- Choose from up to 9 different window configurations
- Center slide windows feature an ergonomic latch to aid in easy operation from the driver’s seat
- Durable ¼” thick polycarbonate window panes

**AVAILABLE FOR:**
- 2021 CHEVY TAHOE
- 2015-2020 CHEVY TAHOE
- 2011-2020 DODGE CHARGER
- 2018-2020 DODGE DURANGO
- 2013-2019 FORD POLICE INTERCEPTOR UTILITY
- 2020 FORD POLICE INTERCEPTOR UTILITY
- 2013-2019 FORD POLICE INTERCEPTOR SEDAN

**PARTITION FEATURES:**
- 9 Window Configurations Available
- Poly Airbag Compatible Wings
- Heavy-duty Steel Construction
- High-density Foam Padding
- Anodized Aluminum Window frame
- Durable Powder Coated Finish

**00** Passenger 1/2 Sliding Polycarbonate Window
**02** Stationary Polycarbonate Window
**04** Center Sliding Polycarbonate Window
**05** Full 7 Gauge Steel Wire Screen Window
**09** Quarter Sliding Polycarbonate Window with Expanded Metal Insert
**12** 1/2 Polycarbonate 1/2 Expanded Metal Window
**13** Center Stationary Polycarbonate Solid Window
**14** Polycarbonate Center Sliding Window with Expanded Metal Insert
**16** Stationary Polycarbonate Window & Center Metal Insert
**17** 1/2 Slider Polycarbonate Window with Expanded Metal Insert

Standard Partition shown in the Chevy Caprice

Standard Partition shown in the Ford Interceptor Utility